A psychological identity naturally arises in human minds in attempts to lay a concrete foundation in an abstract universe. The fabric of Nature begets abstraction due to its incessant change by Motion, thus a solid universe or a ‘concrete physical’ reality is only a mental idea formed by an unconscious clinging, and other aspects I will make known to you. Motion forms abstraction and potential because something in motion is not spatially or temporally localized, that is, there is no absolute Space-Time measurement until a measurement occurs. When something is always moving, it cannot sufficiently be perceived due to its occupation in all known Spaces and Times, and therefore remains a probability rather than in determination, hence I have said Motion is the cause of abstraction. Abstraction is a conglomerate of possibilities and not concrete conclusions. Humans identify with race, religion, sports teams, characters, age, weight, socioeconomic status, culture, jobs, memories, imaginations, and the like.

None of the identities have existential relevance but serve as an outcome of the innate ability of the human mind. The term mind is used in this paper as the gravitational center of a chosen identity, an identity is absolutely a choice. Unconscious intelligence functions according to the basic capacity of the powers that arise from the inherent disposition of a biological entity, leading most humans to unconsciously grasp an identity from the external environment. The environment is Nature / Society as well as the impressions imprinted by Nurture. Nature and Nurture work as a system forming psychological pathways leading to psychosomatic adaptations to better function in any given environment. A question which stumps modern scientists is why is the human nervous system is malleable? This question comes from the assumption of a physical reality or lack of awareness of the abstract nature of the universe, the body and mind must be flexible, the genetic intelligence or instinct knows this because the universe is not concrete and always changing, thus a plastic nervous system. To remedy this, human beings form identities inadvertently blinding themselves from knowledge of change and therefore death as change means the death of one thing for another thing.

An identity is equal to the same type of territorial behavior of animals, it's a safety net. A universe in constant change will always remain unknown and thus fearful as humans loathe change and they fear the mysterious and unknown. This irrational fear leaves
humans clawing their way through life, they are ignoring the fundamental law of reality, they are attempting to go against the universe. Let me tell you a secret: you will never be able to go against the universe, the illusion that you think you can will only cause yourself misery.

Once your identity is dropped, your capacity to understand and perceive multiples as you have liberated yourself from your own illusion, setting free the energy needed to keep an identity in place and allowing unconscious fear to be replaced with conscious clarity. The greatest downfall of humankind in my opinion is ignorance of an unfinished, abstract, changing, fluid and malleable existence. Instead they think a finished, concrete, unchanging, solid and set reality exists. Science will progress only as far as the identity of the human mind, there will never be a True Science, only a socially agreed upon story or a personal understanding.

Unconscious clinging to an identity from childhood hinders proper development and maturity of the brain, and by consequence, the body. Hard wiring your brain will leave one conflicted when something threatens your identity, as I have said, much like animals fight to keep their territory, only including those whom match their scent or who they choose to include.

Subjective understanding of reality means there is a personal realization and not objective facts, which is impossible since there is no true external object, only mental forms. Mental forms create the illusion of physicality by morphing Matter into a series of sense data thanks to quantum uncertainty. Quantum uncertainty allows the possibility of infinite forms when potential is nullified by the human mind leading to the illusion of physicality. An illusion does not mean it is not real, it means you are being fooled by yourself into believing it’s a physical reality while there IS an objective substance called Matter, and in being impossible to objectify, sense orangs and the human mind function to approximate its actuality thereby rending the illusion of physicality.

Let me be crystal clear: the objectification of Matter is solely dependent on the human mind and sense organs (this applies for all living things) and because the impossibility of perceiving Matter by any sense organ, it is then impossible for a true objective fact on its physicality. The constant motion of Matter, or atoms, also renders it
elusive since a constant motion nullifies a Single Space-Time and therefore an exact measurement of what it is. Matter is REAL, as in, it exists independent of the organism as a type of substance, but its forms and organization are dependent on the living thing. The illusion is taking what is perceived to be a fact instead of knowing the transient and morphological characteristics of Matter. Quantum superposition, quantum uncertainty prove matter is not nor will ever be any single form, but in a state of multiplicity where forms are generated according to the living creature, which solves the quantum weirdness.

This also means there is no such thing as empty Space. Space-Time is a complete enclosed system, as I have said, the organization of the material which occupies this Space and Time is an abstract morphing substance called Matter that takes on specific forms according to the living creature. There is no empty Space because there is no real division of substance, Matter is only divided by the innate power of the body and mind.

Something I want to try home in on, is the scientific evidence of a nonphysical reality, we are presented with this quite remarkably in quantum physics for the modern scientific mind and we have reached a point where there is absolutely no doubt in the reality of an abstract existence. Quantum entanglement, quantum tunneling, matter waves, probability functions of matter, the scale of the electromagnetic spectrum, celestial optical illusions, these are some obvious examples of an abstract existence. I would also like to point out the hidden function of the human sense organs: they are designed to create a boundary of mental forms leading to an apparent external reality, and by division of one thing (matter [also energy which is massless matter]) into several.

Let me be crystal clear: Matter is not many things, it is one thing appearing in many forms, all matter is a single substance. You may be skeptical about a unified existence, but this is what science is striving for, and it is obvious that the underlying composition of all external objects is made from the same stuff. What you call ‘energy’ is matter accelerating and moving from a slower state to a faster state and in doing so changes its power or ability and functions as a seemingly different thing. Again, let me make you understand the unity of nature: The Big Bang is a single unified composition of all things in an infinite point which separated mass from massless forming the Universe——thus according
to modern scientific thought, the beginning of the Universe is One and Only thing which split into diverse forms…this is the entirety or every single ancient esoteric movement under the illusion of different words. I am going to let you in on a secret: the Big Bang is not something happening in the past, it is occurring this very moment. The universe, being in a state of change and motion, is always mimicking the exact method of its origination because there is no other way for it to behave.

As I have stated above, quantum physics proves an abstract reality for the modern human and the future of science is to turn from objective to subjective and molding a malleable existence. The future is paving the way for human beings to understand the flexibility of nature, and their innate power over their experience by using intelligence and a fully developed nervous system. The possibilities, if I were to describe to you, would seem like magic, do not even get me started on what the ancients were doing and why they built megalithic structures aligned to celestial phenomena. Just note that ancient mythology makes it apparent they knew exactly what kind of reality they exist in: an abstract eternal unified universe.